Accommodation
Alentejo
Montemor-o-Novo
L'AND Vineyards Resort
Tourist Villages / *****
Address: EN 4 - Herdade das Valadas - Apartado
1227050-909 Montemor-o-Novo
Telephone: +351 266 242 400 Fax: +351 266 242 401
E-mail: reservas@l-and.com Website: http://www.land.com
Characteristics and Services:
Air conditioning; Sauna; Tennis courts; Bar; Swimming-pool;
Shops; Number of beds: 49; Baby-care facilities; Internet Access;
Central heating; Baby Sitting; Restaurant; Indoor swimming-pool;
Number of suites: 22; Gay friendly; Laundry service; SPA;
Garden;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Transfer service; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Telephone in room; Steel safe in room;
Television in room; Hair dryer in room; Internet access in room;
Heating in room; Mini-bar in room;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Target price: $$$$ (>90€);
Timetable:
Breakfast timetable: 8.00am - 11.00am; Room service timetable:
24h;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Accessible route to the entrance: Total;
Accessible entrance: Total; Reception area suitable for people
with special needs; Accessible circulation inside: Total;
Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Restaurant, Bar/Café,
Patio, Swimming pool, Gym, Spa; Support products/services
available: Mental disability;

For the person who longs to run a vineyard, and own a unique
second home with luxurious amenities, and beautiful vistas, a
new project in southern Portugal has a unique offer. L'AND
Vineyards was developed around a central valley of vineyards,
olive trees and a lake.
With both architectural and hospitality highlights, the resort's
central hub features a cellar and wine club, a spa, a restaurant
with an outdoor patio, a living room, a library and a shop that
offers exclusive products created by L'AND – the L’AND MADE
products. All of the features are available for use by both
residents and guests.
The L'AND Vineyards Resort belongs to Small Luxury Hotels of
the World (SLH) and has only 22 suites, 10 suites and SKY View
12 L'AND View Suites, a sober luxury atmosphere. All suites with
120m2, have a private terrace with fireplace, overlooking the
lake, direct access to the pool and access to technology through
Ipad and Ipod, among other details.Combining architecture and
natural beauty, the five-star L'AND Vineyards Resort relies on
only 22 suites in an atmosphere of quiet luxury. All of the suites
include a private terrace with a fireplace, a view of the lake,
direct access to the pool, iPad and iPod technology and other
details. The 10 L'AND Sky View Suites allow for the unique
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experience of sleeping “under the stars”, through a natural
skylight in the bedroom for night observation, as well as a plunge
pool located in the private patio. The twelve L'AND View Suites
treat visitors to an extra room in the suite.
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